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Communicating Art Collection:
From Old to New Media
Moonika Teemus
University of Tartu Library
Department of Manuscripts and Rare Books
UT Library Art Collection
• 79 paintings
• 10,838 prints and drawings
• 4,810 bookplates
Two large historical collections
Historical collection
of the
university art museum
Collection of drawing
examples of the
university drawing school
+ works by the 19th- century
Baltic German artists
+ works by the 20th/21th-
century Estonian artists
The largest and the most valuable
collection of Western European prints 
and drawings in Estonia
When the Artist Met Clio. Historical Scenes from the 19th Century
Kadriorg Art Museum, Tallinn. 2014
Lavater’s Book of Faces. An Enlightenment Era Glance at People and Art
Mikkel Museum, Tallinn. 2015
Franz Gerhard von
Kügelgen
Johann Wolfgang
Goethe
1808/1809
Oil on canvas
A Scenic Journey from Dzerbene to Sicily. Karl Gotthard Grass
National Library of Latvia, Riga. 2017
9
printed
catalogues
(1974-1997)
The Digital Turn
The Digital Turn
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